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Interviewer: This is Michael Guest.  I am interviewing Gary Hightower. 

 

 Where did you live before the war? 

Veteran: 405 E. Jack Street, here in Baytown. 

 

Interviewer: Were you drafted or did you enlist? 

Veteran: I enlisted. 

 

Interviewer: In what branch? 

Veteran: The U.S. Navy. 

 

Interviewer: Where were you stationed? 

Veteran: Original duty was in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. 

 

Interviewer: Did you agree or disagree with the position of the United States during the war? 

Veteran: I didn’t even know we were in a war until I was there.  When you’re 17 and 18 

and in high school, you didn’t pay much attention to foreign affairs.  People kept 

talking about Vietnam, and I didn’t even know what Vietnam was.  After I was in 

it and after I understood what I was doing, no—I didn’t not agree at that point in 

time. 

 

Interviewer: How old were you when you went in the service? 

Veteran: I had just turned 18 years old. 
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Interviewer: What was your rank? 

Veteran: I was T-4, a Signalman 1st Class—visual communications. 

 

Interviewer: Did you engage in combat? 

Veteran: Yes, I did.  The first time was onboard a destroyer, the USS Phillip.  We were on 

the coast right at the DMZ.  We had been shelling for approximately six months 

doing harassment and interdiction fire.  We were doing some shooting from 

spotters, but at this time we had just finished shooting the last of our five-inch 

rounds and we were finishing up our cruise.  At that point we noticed it looked 

like whales blowing the water up, and we were thinking we were seeing a pod of 

whales blowing water, and it kept getting closer to us until finally we could hear 

the shells coming overhead.  At that point in time, we knew that we were under 

fire.  There is no place to hide when you’re on a destroyer, and that was basically 

the first time that I came under fire.  They shot at us until we were probably 

20,000 yards out there.  We didn’t take any rounds, but it was close. 

 

Interviewer: While in the service, did you ever want to go home? 

Veteran: There wasn’t a day go by I didn’t want to go home.  It’s pretty tough, especially 

during the holiday season. 

 

Interviewer: Was your experience anything like you expected it to be? 

Veteran: No.  It’s not an adventure.  It’s more of a job, but one that has to be done. 

 

Interviewer: Would you like to share any specific memory that you have while you were in the 

service? 

Veteran: I guess it would be like the My Lai massacre.  They ended up killing all those 

village people and dumping them.  I think back on that now, and I say that Lt. 

Calley probably should have never been court-martialed.  Standing orders over 

there were that there were no prisoners, and how they came across this ‘you take 

prisoners,’ I don’t know.  I had an incident over there where I accidentally shot a 

fisherman out in his boat.  My gunner and I talked about if we should bring him 

in or should we just eliminate the whole bunch of them.  You know, that’s crazy 
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to talk about that out there, but you understand what’s going to happen to you if 

you bring someone in wounded.  You understand that you are in a lot of trouble, 

and we actually had a conversation about whether we should go ahead and 

eliminate all of them, and we’re talking about a lot of people.  There was 

probably anywhere from 70 to 100 people out there in boats, and we were 

seriously considering whether we should do that or not.  I brought the man in, and 

I came within probably an hour of being court-martialed for that.  The colonel at 

the army hospital spent a good fifteen minutes just chewing me out because I 

caused him paperwork.  I mean, there was a succession of people coming out, and 

they finally called the MPs and had me locked up for doing that, and all because I 

caused them paperwork for bringing in somebody.  So, when you look back on 

that incident of My Lai, I keep saying that I understand.  I don’t agree and I don’t 

condone it, but I understand it.  This is a war without paperwork. 

 

Interviewer: How long were you in the service? 

Veteran: I was in there for four and a half years. 

 

Interviewer: Is it true that Congress never declared it a war, that it was just a conflict? 

Veteran: It was described to us as a police action.  In other words, what that means is we 

did not go out and create a fire fight.  We had to ask permission to return fire, is 

what it amounted to.  It wasn’t a declared war where we could go up and just start 

shooting. 

 

Interviewer: I guess if it was a war the outcome would have been different. 

Veteran: It would be a hundred percent different.  We had the firepower, we had the 

manpower, we had everything necessary to end that conflict quickly. 

 

Interviewer: Except for the Congress. 

Veteran: Right.  I think Congress was letting out contracts to the military, and I think a lot 

of ‘em got pretty fat and rich. 
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Interviewer: When you heard that you were coming home, how did you feel? 

Veteran: Wonderful.  That was the best feeling.  In my case, it was a mixed blessing.  I had 

about 45 days left to do, and I got a message from the Red Cross that my father 

had died of a heart attack, and so I was on my way home at that point.  They went 

ahead and sent me home.  I had three months left to do when the news came, so at 

that point in time they just cut my orders to be separated from the service, or 

discharged at Grand Prairie Naval Station in Dallas, which is close to Baytown, 

so that’s what they did. 

 

Interviewer: So you didn’t have to stay in the Navy until the end of the war? 

Veteran: I did not.  I got out in June of 1969. 

 

Interviewer: How did you feel when you found out that everyone was coming home? 

Veteran: When I heard that, I was glad those guys were out of there, and I was real sorry 

and disappointed for the way that it all came about.  I felt let down and 

disappointed in what our country was and what it stood for at that point in time. 

 

Interviewer: Were you able to pick up where you left off after you came home? 

Veteran: I remember stepping off the airplane at Hobby Airport, and all I wanted to do was 

kiss the ground.  I was just glad to be home. 

 

Interviewer: Was life different after you got back home? 

Veteran: Very different.  I had a whole different outlook on life.  You just can’t go to a 

place like that and then come home and things are the same.  They’re just not the 

same.  You have a different outlook on life at that time.  It seems as though your 

life means a little more to you, and you know that it can be taken from you 

quickly.  I never had those fears until I went into the military, and then that’s 

when you realize. 

 

Interviewer: Did you have any close calls over there? 

Veteran: There were several close calls.  My first close call after I was in Vietnam, we 

were out on patrol at night.  I was in a Boston whaler; it had a M-16 machine gun 

mounted on it and we carried a little personal sidearm, and that’s how we made 
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our patrols.  That night I spotted something floating in the water, and on closer 

inspection noticed that it was like an inner-tube-type thing wrapped up and tied, 

which means it was a bomb, and it was in the shipping lanes.  I called it in and 

asked for our EOD, or explosive ordnance disposal team, to come out and remove 

it, and I was instructed to pick it up and move it to a safe area.  I had to scoop that 

thing up and hold it in my hands in that boat, and the whole time we were going 

my life actually passed before my eyes when I was carrying it, because I did not 

know what I was carrying.  That was probably the first time.  Another incident 

that was bad is we had landed a bunch of South Vietnamese troops on a little 

island we had just put some seal teams in a few day before that, and they got all 

shot up and they got hurt.  We put the troops in, and we were sitting out there 

waiting, and I’m looking up the cliff and all of a sudden the fire fight starts.  All 

the bullets are coming down, the bullets are hitting all around us.  The little 

Boston whaler, bullets are hitting all around—hitting in the boat, hitting on the 

side of the boat, water splashing up into my face on my glasses, and I’m sitting 

there watching this knowing I can’t leave because I’ll have to pull those guys out.  

Without any protection, I’m sitting there.  That was probably one of the most 

scary times that I can remember. 

 

Interviewer: How’d you end up getting out of there? 

Veteran: It finally stopped.  They killed six of them and dumped their bodies off the side, 

and I picked them up and put them on the boat and moved them around to the 

other side where they helicoptered the bodies off to another place for 

identification.  That was serious.  I was cool, calm, and collected, but afterwards I 

couldn’t hold a cup of coffee I was shaking so bad for about twenty minutes, and 

then it was over and I was ready for the next ordeal.  But that adrenaline pumps at 

that point. 

 

Interviewer: Now that you know what it was like, if you were faced with the opportunity to 

enlist, would you do it again? 

Veteran: No, I would not.  I would be first one out there protesting it, and I would do 

whatever I could to prevent any of our servicemen from going into conflict 

without a declared battle plan.  I really believe that military matters ought to be 
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left up to the military and not our Congress.  Only if there is approval by 

Congress, a declaration of war, would I even consider it. 

 

Interviewer: Well, thanks a lot for your time. 

Veteran: My pleasure. 

 

{END OF INTERVIEW} 


